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Giuliani
tours city
in hopes
of change

Hampton Inn nearly done
Despite construction
setbacks, new hotel
expects to open by the
end of this month.

By Gretcfien Peters
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By Lauren Scott
REPORTER.
The Hampton Inn construction in Bowling Green began in
April of 2002 and is still progressing. The expected date of completion was in November.
Due to complications in construction, the hotel is still not finished. Rita Binkowski. the manager of the hotel, is certain of the
new expected completion date
of Ian. 31.
"Some of the delays in construction are due to the installation of tile pool and whirlpools"
said Rita Binkowski, There will be
an Indoor pool with a whirlpool,
and also four other private
whirlpools in the suites.
"When the pool was first
installed it was not working correctly so there w.isa slight delay,"
Binkowski said.
Another explanation for the
delay is the construction in the
lobby and breakfast area. Huihni
these arc common areas where
guests frequent on the ground
floor.
The lobby contains a grand
piano that will play continuous
automated music. The breakfast
area has a fireplace and a big
screen television.
"The construction oi these two
areas is so detailed and intricate
that the estimated finish time has
been delayed." Binkowski said

they stiU have plenty of housing
left. Some Newlove locations
that are still available for rent
next year include all the numbered streets, city park locations
and even housing outside
Bowling Green.
Many other housing options
arc available in town, according
to Tammv frank, leasing agent at
MECCA Rentals
Another concern of college
students when renting apartments is cost. Both rental agencies said the price of an apartment depends on the number of
bedrooms.

MEXICO CUT — Trailed by
armed guards and protected by
armored vehicles, fonner New
York City Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani toured some of Mexico
lily's roughest neighborhoods
yesterday, his first step in creating a plan to fight the capital's
violence and corrupt cops.
Giuliani waved off a report
that Colombian rebels had been
planning to kidnap him in
Mexico City, and said he didn't
have any recommendations yet
for changes.
"This is still the beginning of a
long process," he said.
The surprise two-day visit
was Giuliani's first to the city
since business leaders collected
$4.3 million to hire his consulting firm to help Mexico City put
together a plan to clean up the
police and crack down on
crime.
Giuliani said city police leaders appear dedicated to cleaning up the city, and he was optimistic that the zero tolerance
policies he used to reduce crime
by 65 percent in New York City
would also work in Mexico City.
"Although there are differences ... the situation in some
ways is very similar," he said.
Still, Giuliani stressed that
officials were learning about
cultural and legal differcm as,
and that they would tailor any
plan to Mexico City's needs.
"There are differences and
you have to take account of
them," he said.
Giuliani arrived on a private
plane before dawn, strolling
through both rich and poor
neighborhoods as the sun rose
in hopes of avoiding the television cameras that soon caught
up with him.
He was expected to leave
today after meeting with security officials, lawmakers and the
business leaders. One possibility he is looking at is raising the
wages of the city's 35,000 police
officers, who make an average
of 6,000 pesos ($570) a month.
Mexico City police commissioner Marcelo Ebrard said he
believed Giuliani could help the
city.
So far. officials have had daily
telephone conversations, and
four meetings in New York.
Other members of Giuliani's
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Amanda Keegan BG News

UNDER CONSTRUCTION: The Hampton Inn, located on East Wooster Street, began construction in Bowling Green in April of 2002 and
was expected to be completed in November. Complications have delayed the hotel from opening yet, but plans to open its doors shortly.
Although the process has
taken longer than expected,
Binkowski is still optimistic
about the hotel. It will contain
eighty-two rooms including king
and queen size beds, four of
which arc whirlpool suites.
"Hie enUre hotel is 100 per-

cent ADA compliant with handicap ramps and elevators"
Binkowski said. All of the rooms,
including the two common
rooms and pool area will have
the DSL high-speed internet
access at no additional charge.
Towards the end of the month,

the new opening date will begin
a two-week open house.
During this time the hotel will
Invite chairmen of the University
and local businesses to romp in
and tour the hotel.
"We want to give these guests a
chance to see what the hotel has

to offer," Binkowski said.
Although the opening has
been delayed, Binkowski said, it
is on the way.
The Hampton Inn will indeed
open and begin to serve Bowling
Green shortly.

Early housing search beneficial
By Scott Niles
REPORTE R

CampbeiTBiii
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APARTMENTS

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. WOOSTER 352-07 I 7

Ananda KwRan BG Nt™
HEAD START: Local rental agencies recommend students begin
their housing search early to avoid later turmoil.

tion.

Community bathrooms, quiet
hours and small rooms are what
you find in the residence halls.
That is why many juniors and
seniors look forward to finding
freedom off campus
I lowcver, one big concern for
students looking to live off campus is the availability of those
apartments and their locations.
University student Amber
Burnett said "I'm not wonied
about vacancies because there
are so many of them all around
town that there should definitely
be some available."
Ibis is tine, it statistics from
MECCA Rentals are any Indica-

MECCA Rentals said this
semester, there is a 20 percent
vacancy.
Since there is still available
housing off campus for this
semester, there is definitely
housing available for the
upcoming summer and next
school year. However, Mary Noll
from Newlove Rentals gave some
advice to help students find the
good apartments.
"Those who are looking for the
more desirable apartments
should start early and sign a
lease no later then spring break."
Noll also said that Newlove
Rentals is only 25 percent full for
this summer and next vear, but

Penn State locks out students lacking vaccinations
By Dan Lewerenz
IH( ASSOCIATED PRESS
STATE COUf.GL. Pa. -About
3ixi students were denied access
to their dormitories on Penn
Stale University's main campus
this week because they didn't
comply with a new slate law
requiting meningitis vaccinations.
The law. passed last summer,
requires that students who live on
campus be vaccinated or sic;n ,i
waiver saying they understand
the risks and choose not to be
vaccinated.
Several other states have similar laws.
The Students who were denied

access had been told of the
requirement several times lasi
Semester but didn't return their
forma before dorms opened
Sunday for the spring semester,
said Kathy Krinks. assistant director of assignment operations for
Perm state University Housing.
"I don't know — I guess I just
ncvei not around to filling it out,"
said Zack Iliscock, a freshman
who turned in his fonn Monday
afternoon.
Students who didn't turn in
iheii forms on time also were not
able to use their student ID cards
in dining halls.
Bacterial meningitis, an infection of membranes around the

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
Hie tour-day forecast is taken
from weatlier.com

brain and spinal cord, kills in
roughly 10 percent of cases and
does serious harm, including
brain damage, in another 10 percent.
Because crowded dorm conditions can spread the disease, it
stnkes about 100 college students
annually nationwide, according
to the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
Officials weren't sure how
many Penn State students filled
out the waiver fonn Monday.
Gary Schwarzmueller, executive director of the Columbus,
Ohio-based
Association
of
College and University Housing

THURSDAY
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Officers-International, said he
didn't know of any other
instances where students were
denied access to on-campus
housing.
At
the
University
of
Connecticut, where students
arriving last fall were required to
have a meningitis vaccination,
students and parents had a year's
notice, said Michael Kurland,
director of student health services at the university.
Because Pennsylvania's law
didn't go into effect until three
days after Penn State's dorms had
opened for the fall, schools had
little time to inform students.

FRIDAY
Mostly
Cloudy

High: 23'
low: 5*

Pat till* AP Photo
ACCESS DENIED: Zack Iliscock. a Penn State University freshman,
turns in his meningitis vaccination form on Monday Jan. 13, in State
College, Pa. Hiscock was denied access to the dorms Sunday night
because he had hot tilled out the required form.
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Many want vote on flag
By Knslen Wyatt
IK! 1SS0CIAHD PRtSS

ATLAtVTA — Some 300 supporters of Georgia's old flag with
its big Confederate emblem
marched to the state Capitol yesterday to demand that the new
governor and legislature hold a
statewide vote on bringing the
banner back.
The current flag, featuring a
tiny image of the Confederate
emblem, was adopted in 2001 at
the behest of Democratic Gov.
Roy Barnes. He was defeated in a
re-election bid in the fall, and
blamed public anger over the
new flag.
On the campaign trail, Barnes'
successor, Republican Sonny
Perdue, criticized Barnes for
changing the flag in two days'
time without public input, and
he called for a referendum.
Yesterday, he said he supports a
non-binding public referendum
but would leave the details to
lawmakers.
Some legislators believe the

Georgia Constitution would
have to be changed to allow a referendum; others say a non-binding referendum would be permissible.
At the Capitol, supporters of
the old flag held up signs that
read, "Let Us Vote!" Many wore
Confederate uniforms. Three
planes flew overhead, carrying
signs that read: "SONNY COUNTRY," < "LET US VOTE. YOU
PROMISED!" and "BARNESWAS
lUSTAWARM-UR"
"1 feel like I've been spit in the
face by Perdue," said Dennis
Bellew, 56, a stonecutter who
said he campaigned for Perdue.
"I have a sneaky suspicion we're
being betrayed."
At his inauguration Monday,
Perdue asked guests not to bring
flags, and he did not display the
Confederate emblem at his ball.
That did not sit well with supporters of the old flag
Ron Wilson, a member of the
Sons of Confederate Veterans,
said: "Don't back down. Make

"Those who are looking for the more
desirable apartments should start early
and sign a lease no later then spring
break."
MARY NOLL
NEW10VE RENTALS

Accomodations
readily available
for next year
HOUSING, FROM PAGE 1
RlcFeldAPPtMlo

PROTEST: Carl Sears, carrying two old Georgia state (lags with
the Confederate stars and bars, is told by a police officer that he
must move from the legislators entrance in Atlanta yesterday.

the emblem say it represents
Southern heritage, while blacks
and others say it represents
racism and slavery

sure we get a referendum."
The Confederate emblem was
added to the Georgia flag in 1956
at the height of Southern segregationist defiance. Supporters of

At Newlove Rentals prices
range from $400 per month for a
one bedroom apartment to
SI,200 a month for a three bedroom house.
So for any junior and seniors
that arc wanting to get away
from the residence halls or find a
new place, there is still plenty of
off*C8mpus housing available

for this current semester and
beyond
For more information go to
www.mcccabg.com
or
www.newloverealty.com to find
out where would be a good place
to live, listings are also available
rtl the off-campus student center
on the second floor of the
Bowen-Thompson
Student
Union.

Mayor visits Mexico City in effort to fight crime
GIULIANI. FROM PAGE 1

consulting finn have also visited
the city.
The Daily News in New York
reported last month that a
Colombian rebel group was plotting to kidnap Giuliani during his
visit to Mexico City, but he scoffed
at the idea yesterday.
"Do I look concerned?" he said,
smiling. "I'm not concerned."
Some have said Giuliani is in
over his head in Mexico, a city of
18 million.
Alejandro Diez. president of
the city congress' public security
commission, criticized the former mayor's neighborhood walks

thing from a tiaflic ticket to homicide charges.
The drivers of the city's greenarid-white Volkswagen bug taxis
sometimes kidnap passengers,
holding them for days and forcing them to make withdrawals
from automatic teller machines
until their bank accounts are
empty.
Directing traffic as Giuliani
emerged from his Tuesday news
conference, Patrolman Marcelino
Flores grumbled that Giuliani
was receiving millions of doUars
for his two-day trip, while he only
made $475 a month.
"The first diing Giuliani needs

as "touristic strolls." And he complained that Giuliani's biggest
achievement so far in reducing
kidnappings was to hire bodyguards and have his armored cars
violate traffic laws by speeding
through red lights.
President Vicente Fox has pressured the city government to
crack down on crime in the capital, where residents face the constant threat of theft, kidnappings
and the other violence.
Police and judges are infamously corrupt, and have often
been caught orchestrating kidnappings and robberies. Bribes
are often used to resolve every-

to do is raise salaries, the next is
training" he said. "Salaries here
are way too low if they want a
clean police force."
Other residents said Giuliani
was unprepared to clean up
crime in a sprawling metropolis
home to as many people as the
state of Texas.
"You can't compare New York
to Mexico City," said Alejandro
lagran, a taxi driver who has
been kidnapped and robbed
while on the job. "People there
are richer and there is more control."

(mubWFtafe
HELPING HAND: Former New York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, left,
shakes hands with Mexico City's Police Chief Marcelo Ebrard
yesterday, in Mexico City after a news conference.

VARSITY LANES
$6.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

s-r\4?9srr spttHLs
"All Day, Everyday"

Who:
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309 High St.: Two bedroom furnished apartments with balconies or patios. FREE GAS
HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot
and laundry facilities. Close to campus.
S525.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
520 E. Reed St.: Large two bedroom
furnished apartments. Across from Campus.
Paddle fans in dining area. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat. Private
parking lot and laundry facilities. S610.00
per month for a 12-month lease.

NEWIWE
Rentals

332 S. Main
I419) 352-5620
\\ \\ vv .new lo\ crc.illy.com
ncwlol "d.k'or.ncl

• Mon:
11am-1:30am
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
Sun:
11am-1:30am
(

P
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Where: Varsity Lanes - 1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH. (352-5247)

)

What:

&£ 3S, ^&! cash, checks
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Price:

1 Extra Large 1 Item

$2,99
No
coupon
necessary

2 hours of bowling & shoes, \
slice of pizza
&pop

1 I

1 Large
. 1 Item

Any college student

When: Monday - Wednesday,
9:00- 11:00 p.m.
On Mondays the entire center is reserved
lor college night. So no college student will be
turned away!

"^/

Only S6.00
per person
& drink specials
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FALL 2003 APARTMENT LEASING
Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths, furnished - limit 4 people
• Apt. 49 - 72 (A/C & fireplace)
• Apt. 1 - 48 (A/C only)
• Close to campus!

Burrwood Estates. Ltd.
• 3 & 4 bedroom, 2 bath houses
with 1 & 2 car garages
• fireplaces, washer/dryer, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, & A/C

Mercer Manor Apartments
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
•A/C, fireplaces, microwaves, dishwasher,
garbage disposals

Hours:
Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm*
Saturday (9 am - 1 pm)

Greenbnar, Inc.

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
wvm.wcnetor$^~gbrental

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Attention: Seniors!
Want to receive a Masters of Arts
Degree and teaching certification in
Elementary or Secondary
Education...in just one year?
Fellowships are available for both
in-state and out of state students.

Submit applications by
February 7, 2003
More information and applications are available
on www.soe.edu or call Anita Lautenbach
(734-615-1528) or e-mail soe.oss@umich.edu
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DEATH PENALTY DECISION INSPIRES HOPE
(U-WIRE) CHICAGO - A petition drafted by two
University of Chicago Law School students saw vindication when Governor George Ryan commuted the
death sentences of all 167 inmates on death row in the
state of Illinois during a speech at Northwestern
University Law School on Saturday. The letter to the
governor was signed by over 140 students.

CAMPUS

get a i:f~
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I he calendarol
is taken from
http*7/events.bgsu-edu

9 a.m. -1 p.m.
UPS Recruiting
Union Lobby

I

Education Bldg. steps

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Dr. Martin Luther King Brunch
Ticket Sales
Sponsored by the Black Student
Union.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Fundraiser
Domino's Piua Cards will be sold,
benetitting DM 03 and Kappa
Alpha.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
H20 lntormation.il Table
H20 will be giving out information
regarding their Thursday night and
Sunday morning meetings in the
Union.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
History Society Information Table
The Society will be giving out information and advertising a History
Society get-together.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Public Relations Event
Alpha Omicron Pi will be giving out
hot chocolate.

RIPPLES INTIMKI llliST IN A \\ KKKI.V HISTORY SKRJKS

Prohibition enacted,
mobsters revolt 1920

■
^^^^^^^

Theatre. Learn about Grant in
Scholarships available for students. Auditions are in the Spring.
Get to know the directors and faculty. Sponsored by Theta Alpha Phi
Theatre Honorary. Refreshments
are served.
Joe f. Brown Theatre - First Floor
University Hall

11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Education Abroad Display Table
Sponsored by the Center for
International Programs.
Union Lobby
11:30 a.m.- 12:30 p.m.
Info Session for Off Campus
Connection
Union Room 315 - Anderson
Meeting Room

7:30 p.m. -10 p.m.
History Society Meet & Greet
Union Room 309 - Reiter Family
Meeting Room

Noon - 8 p.m.
MDA Fundraiser
The Obsidian Multicultural
Magazine will be taking donations
for MDA.
Union Lobby

8 p.m.
CANCELED: Faculty Artist Series:
Christopher Scholl, tenor, and
Virginia Marks, piano
Music series featuring College of
Musical Arts Faculty. Free and open
to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center

4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Information Table
Union Lobby

8 p.m
The BiG Spring Welcome
"Recreational Sports: Something
for EVERYONE'' Check out what's
offered in our action-packed
Recreational Sports: intramurals,
sports clubs, aerobics, informal
recreation, outdoor adventures and
more!
314 Union

6 p.m. - 7 30 p.m.
2nd Semester Department
Informational Meeting for
Theatre/Film/Forensics Students
& Faculty
Join us for our beginning of the
semester get together. Open to all.
Learn about upcoming auditions
(Huron Playhouse/Ohio Theatre
Alliance), productions and special
events with the Department of

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER
Monday, lanuary 13:
Complainant reported unwanted
writings on the wall of the men's

restroom in the Union.
University police are investigationg
an e-mail ot harassing nature.

A student will be referred to student
discipline for underage possession of
alcohol in MacDonald East.

By Debra Beat
REPORTER

On Jan. 16, 1920, many
Americans believed they had
just conquered the devil's advocate.
By a constitutional amendment, the National Prohibition
Act was enacted, and authorities announced their readiness
to enforce the new law.
To celebrate the occasion,
10,000 temperance advocates in
Norfolk. Va, held a mock funeral for "God's worst enemy" and
"hell's best friend," according to
a report in Findlays newspaper,
The Morning Republican.
The front-page headline stated, "John Barleycorn's Funeral is
Preached by 'Billy' Sunday."
John Barleycorn was a fictional
character from a Jack London
ballad, which depicted the
mind of a drinker. Billy Sunday
was a famous minister known
for his sermons against alcohol
consumption.
The elaborate funeral procession began at the railroad station when the "corpse arrived by
a special train from Milwaukee.
Twenty pallbearers placed the
casket on a carriage and
marched beside it through the
streets to Sunday's tabernacle."
The carriage was followed by a
masked devil in anguished
mourning.

Closer to home, the city of
Kenton, Ohio, "celebrated the
final farewell to demon rum by
blowing whistles and ringing
bdls," according to the
Associated Press. "While praise
services' were being held in
many Ohio cities in celebration
of the burial ofjohn Barleycorn,
many burglaries of liquor were
reported." Thieves escaped with
whiskey and rum valued at
$8,000 in Youngstown, and two
men were arrested in Hast
Liverpool for stealing 12 quarts
of wine. After an attempted burglary in Sandusky, guards were
placed on watch of a warehouse
storing 20 bands of brandy.
Across the nation, crime skyrocketed in the 1920s.
Booileggers smuggled large
quantities of liquor from overseas and Canada, which supplied the illegal commodity in
the black market. Although all
saloons had been closed, they
were soon replaced by speakeasies. In these membership
clubs, flappers defied their
grandmothers' conventions by
wearing short dresses, dancing
the Charleston and smoking in
public. The "Roaring '20s" were
underway.
Organized gangsters soon
took control over the bootleg
industry. In 1927, Al 'Scariace'
Capone was know to have raked

Did you know:..
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The life span of

in $60 million from alcohol sales
alone. With such a lucrative
market, intense gang rivalry
developed.
The violence of gang rivalry
was evident in the St. Valentine's
Day Massacre, where Capone
planned to assassinate his
biggest rival, George Bugs'
Moran. During a staged delivery
of whiskey to Moran's warehouse, Capone's hitmen dressed
like police officers to raid the
bogus transaction.
The impersonating officers
ordered Moran's gang to stand
facing the wall, where they were
killed with machine gun fire.
Capone's plan was foiled since
Moran arrived at the warehouse
after the murders.
During the 13-year period of
prohibition, violent crimes
(homicide, assault and battery)
increased, while only misdemeanors (mischief, vagrancy)
decreased. Congress first allotted $5 million for enforcement
of the law, but the estimate was
later revised to $300 million,
according to a Web site of the
Gilder Ifhrman Institute of
American History. The cost of
enforcement was too great for
the nation to bear.
After the law was repealed in
1933, prohibition was labeled
"the noble experiment."

M We bud is 10^ays.

Our prices rock!
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textbook

superstore
www.half.com/textbooks

Intro to Economics
Intro to Psychology
Intro to Literature
College Writing Skills
Principles of Marketing

TOTAL

Retail
Price

Price on
Half.com

$55.00

$40.00
$7.60
$5.40
$19.00
$47.00

$89.33

$119.00

You Save

$243.93!

: 15 off ■
$

! $50 purchase* ■
I

Enter promo code

TEXT2003

\

in your shopping cart
Coupon Expires 2/15/03

B

Copyright 2003 Hjll.com. Inc. Half.com and the Half.com logo are service marks of HaK.com, Inc. All other trademarks and service marts are the property of their respective owners. All prices are is of 11/25/02 and are subject to change.
Quantities, pricing and avaiUbitityare not guaranteed and will vaiy due to supply and demand. " First-time buyers only, limited time offer; excludes shipping and handling; offer subject to change or terminate without prior notice.
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QUOTErVQIOTK
"There's no question that the hype is true:
this is an early-morning administration.
People don't stay out to all hours, even the
twenty somethings."
EDWARD MCNALLY, general counsel in the White House Office of Homeland
Security, on the social scene among the current administration.

OPINION

Flag represents different views
What does the
Confederate flag
mean to you? When
many people see it, they think of
slavery. Yet, to many in the state
of Georgia, the Confederate
emblem represents the heritage
of the South.
The current state flag for
Georgia has a tiny Confederate
emblem on it This flag replaced
an older one in 2001. The older
flag featured a more prominent

emblem. Many people in
Georgia want this old design
back.
If those people really want the
Confederate emblem to represent their state, then that is their
choice. But they should be aware
of the image they will be projecting to the rest of the country.
When most people in the
North see the Confederate
emblem or think of the
Confederacy, they automatically
associate it with slavery. True,

slavery did play a role in the Civil
War, but there were other factors
involved as well.
Still, most people feel uncomfortable when they see the stars
and bars. They feel it represents
hate and racism.
It doesn't help that Georgia
added the emblem to their old
flag in 1956, when Southern segregation was at its highest.
Georgia should be aware of how
others perceive the Confederate
emblem.

MM iU^ i""f **
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Those from the North, though,
need to realize that many in the
South don't think of slavery when
they see the flag They see it as a
symbol of their proud history
and traditions.
Many Southerners are proud
of their ancestors who fought in
the Civil War. They feel that if you
take away their symbol that they
so proudly wave, then you are
taking away a part of their history
Maybe the South, particularly

Georgia in this case, should not
concentrate so much on the past
but should, instead, focus on the
present Our country is not divided into the Confederacy and the
Union anymore. We are one unified country.
The United States of America
is one of the few places where
speech rights are protected.
People can say nearly anything
that they feel without fear of government persecution.
Though it might offend people

by returning the flag to its previous look, we have to be willing to
let them choose the flag that they
want. But why would the citizens
of Georgia want to risk being
perceived as racist?
So, if a big Confederate
emblem is what Georgia really
wants on their flag then who are
wctotellthemwhattodo? They
just have to decide what is more
important to them: honoring
their past or having a positive
image for the future.

Just leave political
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET

analysis to experts

If you could be any
animal, what would
it be, and why?

CURT
HARRIS
Opinion Columnist

What determines your sanity?
KHARY
JACKSON
Opinion Columnist

Most film bulfs reading this
are more or less familiar with the
highly talked about satirical documentary "Bowling For
Columbine." by Michael Moore.
His focus is on America's fascination with guns, and it was originally inspired by (you guessed it)
the Columbine High School
shootings in 1999.
As a result of the film's current
success, attention on that
tragedy has been somewhat
revived. USA Today just ran an
article revealing new documents
ranging from prayers by victims
to writings by the shooters Eric
Harris and Dylan Klcbold.
Though I'm sure one could
feasibly appreciate Eric Harris's
description of murdering aliens
on the moon, the more interesting literary sample was by
Klebold. He wrote a 12-page
paper on Charles Manson, saying that Manson's actions "conflicted with society's morals" and
that no one can be sure if he is
insane.
While I initially chuckled and
wrote Klcbold off as one nutcase
defending another, I began to
seriously think about that, and
discovered (rather, was reminded) that it is deeper than we may
think. So with posthumous
thanks to Mr. Klebold, the subject of this article is our perception of insanity.
Let's look at the word itself.
The dictionary definition is foolishness or mental derangement.
But if we assume that insanity is
foolishness, then we should all
have ourselves committed at
some point in our lives, so I'll
ignore that part of the definition.
On the flip side. 1 looked up

the dictionary definition of
'sane.' It stated that a person is
sane if they possess the mental
faculties to discern the effects of
their actions in an ordinary manner.
Hm. So a person is either
deranged or just doesn't understand the results of their own
actions in an 'ordinary' sense
But what exactly is a deranged
person? Back to the dictionary,
which states that a person is disordered.
Okay, well what precisely is
order? All this work is going to
drive me insane (whatever that
is). Well, apparently, order is "the
established system of social
organization." Ah ha! There's the
rub!
Insanity is mental derangement, which is a disorderly discernment of the results of one's
actions, and order is an established social system... so insanity, in effect, is the decision to
participate in acts or think and
five in ways that are contrary to
the established social system.
Well, now that we have got
that cleared up, we can more
effectively examine our perception of insanity. As we all know
from our convoluted, diluted
and polluted history books,
times were full of radical changes
on a myriad of levels that affected everyone involved. On a simplistic level, we can look at a few
of these changes and consider
their subsequent implications
Once upon a time, people
thought the earth was the center
of the universe. All the other
planets and moons, and even
the sun, all revolved around us.
This was the established system
of belief. As we can see, that time
has passed.
At one time, people thought it
was okay to bum people at
stakes for practicing occult activities. This was the established
system of belief. Nowadays we

just sue them. It's in the cards,
baby!
Years ago, people thought
people of color were inferior and
barbaric, while white people
were devils. Thank goodness
Malcolm X was "X'd" out, right?
Unfortunately, Trent Lott is still
here.
Some people believe that
everyone has a right to live their
lives peacefully. But as the daily
news reminds us, many believe
violence is the answer. So what
of these examples? Well let's look
back over them in terms of people's sanity during those times.
When people started to challenge the notion that the earth
was the center of the universe,
they were going against the
established system of belief and
therefore upset the order. Were
they insane? What about those
that decided there were better
things to do than bum Miss Cleo
at the stake? Were they insane?
What about those that understood the senseless of racism at a
time when racial violence had
reached its peak? Were they
insane? And what about those of
us that speak out against violence and emphasize the necessity of love in order to affect
change? Are we insane? Are you?
To close, obviously shooting
people because you're pissed is
not something we'd generally
endorse, but Mr. Klcbold had a
very valid point in his 12-page
observation. We must understand that aside from the blatantly (?) clear signs, the true
meaning of insanity is based on
perspective.
People were crazy to think we
could have flying machines,
remember? Or were we crazy for
doubting them? The answer
speaks for itself.

LACEYHOLTGREVEN
SOPHOMORE
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD ED.

"I would be a monkey,
because it would be cool
to play with my ass."

ASHLEY HARPER

FRESHMAN
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.
"I would be a dog so I
could be lazy all day."

ASHLEY SUTT0N
FRESHMAN
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

"I would be an elephant
so I could stomp on the
heads of those people
who talk behind my back.'

BROCK WAL0EN
JUNIOR, SPECIAL ED.

"A bear, because they can
hibernate all winter."

Remember those commercials where the guy would say
"I'm not a doctor, but I play
one on TV?" I always thought
that was funny. What they
should have said was, "I don't
know crap about what I'm talking about, but listen to me anyway because I'm a great bull
shitter."
Film director Martin
Scorsese took time out from
promoting his latest movie
"Gangs of New York" to add his
voice to a growing list of
celebrities opposing a possible
United States-led war on Iraq.
Is Martin Scorsese a complete and total moron? Despite
what you may think, this isn't a
pro-war rant. It's a "shut the
hell up" rant. What in the blue
hell makes Martin Scorsese an
expert on international diplomatic relations? There's no difference between playing a doctor on TV and playing a diplomat on TV
British singer George
Michael made his opinion
known last year with a video
portraying President Bush as a
cowboy. So because of his massive world touring with Wham!,
he knows that war with Iraq is
a bad idea Wow, maybe all of
America's leaders should go on
tour with Wham! so that they
can be as enlightened as
George Michael. Can't you just
see Colon Powell singing,
"Wake me up before you gogo?"
Barbra Streisand also can't
seem to keep her nose in her
own business. You sing overly
cheesy love songs and that
means we should listen to your
opinion on world politics...
that's funny lady. I might be
tempted if you sang songs akin
to the Clash or Rage Against
the Machine, not "Memories."
But Ycntel, when John McCain
went to town on you on
Saturday Night Live, you had it
coming
Sean Perm went to Iraq;

apparently he was searching
for weapons of mass destruction himself. After not finding
any he thinks there should be
no bombs in Iraq and then he
refused to allow the Iraqi
release of "Shanghi Surprise."
What does Scan Penn know
about American (or Iraqi) politics? I'm imagining him sitting
over there eating dinner with
Saddam and discussing
American politics, "So what
lefferson was saying was, 'Hey,
you know, we left this England
place because it was bogus So
if we don't get some cool rules
ourselves, pronto, we'll just be
bogus too."
Why would someone who
isn't a diplomatic or military
expert go to a possibly hostile
country? Am I hallucinating
here? lust what in the hell do
you think you're doing?
"Learning about Iraq, and having some food."
Hey, Susan Sarandon, where
did you get your diplomatic
experience? Was it during the
filming of "Rocky Horror
Picture Show" or on the set of
"Bull Durham?"
This may or may not be
about oil, but one thing is for
sure, it's not a war over
Lorenzo's Oil! Damnit Janet,
shut up and go away! Here's an
idea, in an act to protest the
war, grab Babs and she can be
Thelma and you can... well...
you, and take a long drive off a
tall cliff.
Do I know if war with Iraq is
good or justified? No, I don't.
But that's why we elect people
who (in theory) dedicate their
lives to answering tough questions like that. Actors are not
politicians, except Ronald
Reagan, and he couldn't do
both at the same time. When
someone who has nothing to
do with anything starts spouting off like they know what
they're talking about, while
they may be right, I tend to
believe the other guy.
Yet, I'm supposed to trust the
judgment of someone who not
only married Madonna, but
also starred in a movie with
her?
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MAN PLEADS INNOCENT IN SMUGGLING CASE
W1LIIAMSPORT, Pa. (AP) — A New York mobster and
his wife have pleaded innocent to allegedly conspiring
to smuggle his sperm out of a central Pennsylvania
prison to impregnate her. Kevin Ciranato, 42, came
under suspicion after he was seen in the visitation
room showing off a toddler he called his child, even
though he had been in jail since 1988.

NATION

GE worker struck by police car, dies
By Bruce Schreiner
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOUISVILLE - A picketing
worker was struck and killi-cI by a

police i -ar yesterday as thousands
of General 1 lectricCc employees
across the country began a twoday strike to prates) highei health
insurance costs.
Union leaders said about
20.0(H) members of the
International Union ofQectronii
Workers/Communications
Workers of America and the
Electrical Workers union look
part in the walkout at 48 locations
in 23 stales. The affected plants
manufacture everything from
consumer appliances
engines.

in

jet

Aboul 200 workers and supporters rallied in the bitter cold
outside GE plants In Cleveland
andVbungstown, Ohio.
A few hours into the strike,

Kjeston "Michelle" Kodgers. 40,
was hit outside a (il*. plant in
Louisville as the eight year
employee walked with a picket
sign before daybreak. The car was
from the police department in
nearby Hollow Creek, officials
said.
"The lady was out here doing
something she believed in." said
I lave Riddle, who was picketing
at the same plant. "Rising health
i are In America is putting the
crunch on everybody, and II cost
her her life."
li is the' first national strike at
(,l since 1969, when workers
walked oil the |ob lor about II
weeks
GE spokesman Gar) Sheffet
said at company headquarters in
Fairfleld, Conn., thai aboul
17.500 employees were involved
in the strike. He said the company
was meeting the needs ol use us-

lOIIICTS.

"But that's not the company's
focus today." he said. "Die company's focus is on the tragic ace i
dent in l/iuisvillcandthelossofa
colleague. Everyone at GE

extends our heartfelt sympathy to
the family. We're deeply saddened
by this tragic accident."
GE recently raised certain CO
payments for employees participating in a health care plan by
about $200 per employee. Since
1999, (il s health care costs have
risen IS percent, to$1.4 billion in

2002. the company said.
Union officials said that line u
pay increases will cost the average worker an additional S300 to
$400 a year and that GE is posting
record profits and does no! need
additional payments from
employees.
In (lev-Hand, aboul loo workers and supporters picketed out-

side the Nela Park GE Center. A
person dressed as the Grinch
from the Dr. Seuss book attempted lo deliver a "Gririch award" to
company officials, but protesters
were not allowed inside.
II < .1 was a company lhal was
barely hanging on by its fingernails, obviously, wed have to have
our heads in the sand if they
came to us and said 'i-ook. we've
got lo share the pain.' and we said
no," said national IUE-CWA
l-tcsident Ed Fire, who attended
the Cleveland protest.
Seth Rosen, an IUE-CWA
spokesman, called the two-day
strike "the strongest Statement
workers can make to let GE know
we are not going lo lolerate this.'
Rosen said there was a similar
gathering of about 100 workers
outside the Austintown GE plant
nearYoungstown.

Timothy D E»sKy AP Photo
GE STRIKE: Genera I Electric Company employees and supporters
held a rally yesterday outside the GE Nela Park headquarters in East
Cleveland. Thousands of GE workers walked off the job Monday
night to join a two-day nationwide strike in protest of an increase in
health care copayments.
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Your selfless efforts will make o season bright for
many individuals in need this winter, with your help
University Dining Services collected over 1,265 lbs.
of food and 242 lbs. of clothing in this years
drive. The food was dropped off to the St. Thomas^
More University Parish and the clothing to
the First Presbyterian Church on Dec. 23.
Both Churches were overwhelmed
generosity of the Campus Corrmumty. In addition,
over $100 was raised in the first annual
Gingerbread House Silent Auction, the proceeds/
DfCI I benefiting the Children's Miracle (
!*>"v).V
Network.
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Heather Huntington; DC.
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Bowling Green (419) 352-8946
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Truck & Trailer Rentals at
Smith Machine & Welding

Good Health

* Gentle Chiropractic care for all ages
* Herbal therapies and Nutritional Supplements
* Rehabilitive exercises help prevent reoccurance
of pain

520 S. Maple
Bowling Green, OH
In Town Location

•Rebate Given
on Early Reservations*
(3 Weeks)

Massage Therapy ml Ltri Brown, LMT

$10 off Full Body Massage
MffeMlM

Phone (419) 352-5202 for Details
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NORTH KOREA DENIES SECRET NUKE PROGRAM
SB )l Jl„ South Korea (AP) — North Korea denied
Sunday admitting to U.S. officials that it had a secret
nuclear weapons program and said it would unleash a
"sea of fire" if the United States challenges the communist country. The issue is a crux of the current global
standoff surrounding North Korea's nuclear ambitions.

WORLD

Formerly joined twins return home
By Will Weissert
IHi «SS0CI«IED PRESS

IjiimPuebU Pool Af> Photo

TWINS: Guatemalan twins Maria de Jesus, right, and Maria Teresa
Quiej Alvarez are carried by their parents Alba Leticia Alvarez, right
and Wanceslao Quiej in their room at El Pilar Hopital yesterday in
Guatemala City.
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for only $75

GUATEMALA CITY — Maria
Teresa's alert brown eyes moved
slowly from face lo smiling face at
Guatemala City's international
airport. A few feet away, Maria de
lesus looked ready to nod off, her
eyes half-closed as she peered
into the glare of the afternoon
sun.
The tiny twins were fused at the
skull until a round-the-clock
operation in Los Angeles separated them five months ago. On
Monday, they relumed home to
Guatemala, where doctors hope
months of physical therapy and
additional surgery will one day
help them live normal lives.
Carried off a private plane by
their grandfathers, the 17month-old Quiej Alvarez sisters
wore purplish tiaras over white
bandages that doctors say will

OTE'W'M-TTx q-c,
Tri S-6, Sat 8-5
.Sun 10-5

cover their heads for several
months more. Their matching
daifc-blue dresses fluttered in the
stiff afternoon breeze.
The pair was greeted by I'M si
lady Lvelyn de Portillo and by 11 S.
Ambassador John Hamilton, who
gazed into Maria Teresa's chubby
face and gendy played with her
tiny pink hands.
Known here as "The Little
Marias," the twins have become
heroes in their homeland. Several
dozen people congregated before
a window on the airport's second
floor to catch a glimpse of the
welcome on the runway below.
"The girls give one hope." said
Alma Rodriguez, who brought
her two children, l-'rcddy, 8. and
4-year-old Maria to witness the
arrival. "They were bom under
circumstances that seemed very
desperate. Now they are back in
Guatemala safe and sound

Ambulances took the girls lo a
private wing in one of the
Guatemalan capitals most exclusive hospitals.
Theii mother, Alba Leticia
Alvarez. 2'.\, and father Wenccslao
Quiej, 21, each carried one of the
girls past a crowd of photographers and into the hospital.
After a few day s to adjust to the
dim,He and altitude, the twins
will move into a home a private
pediatric foundation built for
them on the outskirts of the
Guatemalan capital. A team of
nurses will provide 24-hour care
for the twins and medical training
for their mother.
Their father was an uncmployed banana cutter. Hut the
foundation has offered him a job
as a messenger
We arc providing the family
the necessary took to best get
through this process," said

l-udwig Ovallc, medical director
of the Guatemalan Pediatric
Foundation, the group that
donated the house. "We've created an environment thai the twins
can grow into normal adults."
President Alfonso Portillo
promised late Monday to provide
land so thai the foundation can
build a (hildren's hospital.
The twins' recovery will occur
far from the poor, sugar-dependent village of Helen where their
parents shared a din-floor shack
with several relatives,
The toddlers were separated
Aug. 6 in a 23-hour surgery at
UCLA's
Mattel
Children's
I lospiial. Brain development was
slowed by sharing the same skull
and neither sister can talk, crawl
or even sit without help.
Over the next few months the
pair will undergo therapy to
improve their motor skills.

FALL 2003 APARTMENT
LEASING SPECIAL

Services Offered
• massages

• facials
• body wraps
• waxing
• manicures and
pedicures

■ electrology
roll exo logy
aromatherapy
permanent

cosmetics
Reiki

SCHOLARSHIPS for BGSU Students

East Merry Avenue Apartments

3

o

Field Manor Apartments

4_i

Frazee Avenue Apartments

Applications available for the

A total of ten 51,000 scholarships will be awarded to incoming freshman and continuing
students (who have a minimum of two semesters of study to complete before graduation). Recipients must be law-abiding students who possess a minimum accumulative
GPA of 3.0 and exhibit involvement in campus and/or community organizations.
Students with any major are eligible.
Applicants must reside in the following geographic areas:
•Counties of: Defiance, Erie, Fulton, Hancock, Henry, Ottawa, Paulding, Putnam, Sandusky,
Seneca, Van Wert, Williams, and Wood.
•Townships in Huron County: Lyme, Norwich, Richmond, Sherman, and the city o( Bellevue
•Townships in Lucas County: Harding, Jerusalem, Monclova, Oregon, Providence, Springfield,
and Swanton.
Applications are available at the Milcii Alumni Center or by calling the Office of
University Advancement • 419-372-2708. In addition to completing the application
form, applicants must submit an essay and two letters of recommendation.

DEADLINE: February 21, 2003

(519 Leroy Ave., 542, & 560 Frazee Ave.)

(818 Thurstin, 624, 670, & 656 Frazee Ave.)
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 baths, furnished
• dishwashers/garbage disposals

DELBERT L. LATTA SCHOLARSHIP
The Defbcrt L. Latta Scholarship was created upon the 1988 retirement of Delbert Latta
from the U.S. Congress, where he had served as Ohio's Fifth District Representative for
30 years. He also served three terms in the Ohio Senate.

(516 & 522 E. Merry Ave.)
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Close to Campus!

o
Hours:
Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday (9 am -1 pm)

GREENBRIAR, INC.

(419) 352-0717

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402
www.wcncf.ore/~Kbrental

Honorary Organizations...
it pays...

Applications available for the

it's an honor...

FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS

it's smart...

For Rising Seniors with Interest in Public Affairs

it's time to belong!

The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in
1973 in recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished service in the broadcasting industry as a member of Congress and as a Trustee of Bowling Green State University.

Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi Eta Sigma and Psi Chi recognize their
officers and more active members:

Two S7000 Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who will be enrolled
at BGSU for two semesters of their senior year. Applicants must intend to pursue careers
in public affairs(speech communication, education, broadcasting, journalism, political or
governmental service, public health, community service, law or some other public affairs
field) and have a minimum accumulative GPA of 3.2.

Officers

Active Members

Kim Berkley

Jamie Ankenbrandt
Allison Ankney
Erin Bellonski
Kelly Birsen
Meghan Brennan
Patty Cannon
Amber Cottle
Suzanne Danch
Melanie Dunn
Rachael Easier
Liz Elliot
Alisha Flores

Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center or by calling the Office of
University Advancement - 419-372-2708

DEADLINE: February 21, 2003

Phi Eta Sigma
Jackie Gallo
Mike Orlando
Rebecca Ricciardi
Melissa Ryther
Andrew Scharf
Melanie Scott
Maggie Troia

Applications available for the

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIP
The Board of Trustees Leadership Scholarship was established by the BGSU Board of
Trustees in conjunction with the creation of the President's Leadership Academy and in
support of one of the university's ongoing priorities, which is to promote a culture of
leadership at BGSU.
A $1,000 scholarship will be awarded to a full-time (minimum of 12 semester hours) rising sophomore, junior, or senior (who has a minimum of two semesters of study to complete before graduation) with a minimum accumulative grade point average of 2.75.
Applicants should also exhibit leadership potential.
Completed application packet which includes: application, supporting materials, transcripts and two letters of recommendation must be submitted no later than February 21,
2003 and mailed to: Board of Trustees Leadership Scholarship, c/o University
Advancement, Bowling Green State University, Mileti Alumni Center, Bowling Green,
OH 43403.
Applications are also available at the Mileti Alumni Center or by calling the Office of
University Advancement at 419-372-2708

DEADLINE: February 21, 2003

Alpha Epsilon Delta
Jason Bihn

Mackenzie Herroon
Ryan Hudak
Jamie Jackson
Allison Prenger
Kristina Sabo
Candace Say
Sarah Schindel
Emily Shoaf
Mariah Stover
Rebecca Wengrow
Daniel Zaccardelly

Psi Chi

Mary Hetrick
Dyani Horvath

Cheryl N. Lero

Katrina Kearns
Adam Kinninger

Stacey K. Mandarano
Sarah M. Radabaugh

Amber Spade

Andrea S. Current

To get a brochure listing all honorary organizations,
or to find out how to get involved in these organizations,
contact the Office of Campus Involvement.
Office of Campus Involvement
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

419.372.2343
involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved

Office of
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Bucks
prove
critics
wrong
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DANIEL
GEDNEY
Sports Reporter
When the dust finally settled
and the Tostitos were swept off
the field, the Buckeyes stood as
the only undefeated team in the
nation and the national champions.
They withstood all the criticism from the national media
and the controversy over
Maurice Clarert wanting to leave
Tempo to attend the funeral of
one of his friends and dethroned
defending national champion
Miami in a double-overtime
thriller thai will be seen on HSPN
Classic for decades lo come.
The Buckeyes went into the
game with seemingly everything
stacked against them. Miami
was riding high on a 34 game
winning streak and their head
coach, Larry Coker, had yet to
suffer a defeat since taking the
irigns two years ago. In addition,
the powers lhat be made them
13 point underdogs
li seemed thai nobody outSide of the state of Ohio believed
that theveven belonged in the
same league as the I lurricanes,
let alone on the same field as
them with the coveted Circuit
(Hty national championship trophy on the line.
The doubts thai so many people had in the Buckeyes were
certainly not unjustified
Clarcll's iri lining shoulder
injury coupled with his anger
overthefiinei.il issue made
many wonder just how much of
a factor he would be in the
game.

Also, their 13 game winning
streak that put them in the
Fiesta Bowl was by no means a
smooth ride. They suffered
numerous scares against opponents thai they probably should
no! have struggled against;
needing a gutsy fourth down
touchdown pass in the final
minute to beat Purdue, inter-

cepdnga potential last-minute
winning touchdown pass
against (:incinnali, and having
to go into overtime to take out
Illinois.
In most sports Writers minds,
a Miami national championship
repeal wasadonedeal
I lead coach lim Trcsscl and
his Buckeyes obviously did not
get the message that the trophy
was set lo spend another year in
Miami
They gutted it out for six quarters against the supposedly
unbeatable I lurricanes, benefiting like they had all season from
key plays In their defense and a
little luck, like Clarell stripping
and recovering the IKIII on the
same play in which Miami had
Intercepted the ball in the end
/one.
If Tressels Buckeyes fell ovw
matched against the Hurricanes,
they certainly never showed it.
They brought the game to their
level, Incorporating the Big len
smashmouth style of football
into it.
Miami's players suffered the
consequences. The I lurricanes
were forced to finish the game
without their star running back
Willis Mi l i.iliee alter he suffered
,i serious knee injury.
Starting quarterback Ken
I loisey was shaken up during
the second overtime and was
not himself for the rest of that
final, crucial drive.
They coupled that with the
overwhelming domination of
Buckeye fans over I lurricane
fans in the seats of Sun Devil stadium to snatch the trophy from
the hands of Coker and his
Hurricanes,
When all was said and done,
the Buckeyes came through in
the clutch, and (he Hurricanes
faltered.
though not always the prettiest team to watch, they came
out of every game with more
points then their opponents
Their 14-0 record set a
Division I record, and they hoisted the trophy over their heads at
the end of the game.
rnroughout theendre season
they "played like crazy," as
[Vessel likes KI say I hey crawled
and scratched their way to the
top ni the mountain for that
they deserve some serious
recognition from all (ho experts.

Women look toward Toledo
Elliott Schreiner
SPOfilS REP0P1ER

The Bowling Green women's
basketball team comes into
tonight's game at Toledo's lohn H
Savage I lall as major underdogs.
While many will consider the
two teams as equals because of
their matching 8-5 records, head
coach Curt Miller is quick to
point out thai Toledo has beaten
both Michigan Slate of the Big
len and DePaul of Conference
USA.

Conference West team has lost at
home (his season.
Il may seem that the Falcons
have the weight nl the world on
their shoulders, but they also
have some things working in
their advantage.
Bowling Green has'won six of
their last seven games and have
their best non-conference
record in over a decade. Even
though their last game was a setback to Northern Illinois, the
players just see that as Incentive

On top of the big wins, Toledo
has
homecourt
advantage,
which will be an even greater
factor considering they haven't
played at home since before

Christmas.
"I think their fans will be excited to see the team play after having live or six games away from
home,'' Miller said. "I expect a
very loud crowd."
Toledo also has season statistics working for them consider
ing that no Mid-American

to play even harder against UT.
"Afterthe Mil loss, this is a big
game for our psyche," said
Miller. "It will be important for
us to get a strong start, especially

offensive]]"
Miller also sees ilns as a game
for his seniors to play their hearts
out. After all, it will be their last
game at Toledo.
"I'm hoping for Francine
Miller and Kim Chech to shine."
Miller said. "I'm looking for our

Toledo is also looking for big
games out of their seniors.
"We knew Tia Davis is going to
lie their main scoring threat."
Miller said. "And Teresa Kahle
will be doing most of the garbage
work around the basket."
This may seem like a game of
individuals, but that is far from
the truth. Bowling Green comes
Into the game knowing they
have different aspects lo work on
W. BRAIL. PAGE 8

seniors to carry us."

Eagles outlast Falcons, 73-67
By loel Hammond
MANAGING EDITOR

YPSIIANTI, Mich. — Eastern
Michigan forward Steve Pettyjohn
hit a three pointer with just 56
seconds lei I. eliding a 7-0 Bowling
Green run and sealing a 73-67 win
for (he host Eagles last night here
,il I Mil's! (invocation 1 entei
BG (8-5, 4-1 Mid-American
Conference) had held Eastern (75, 1-2 MAC) scoreless over (he
previous 3:03 of (he game, and
used foui tree throws by Ron
Lewis and a (hree by lohn
Reimold to cut the Eagle lead to
two al 66-64. Bui Pettyjohn, with
the shot clock winding down, hit
his only (hree of the game to
essentially seal the win.
"()ur team fell il was imperative
to come in here and hold serve at
home against a very good team,"
Eastern coach lim Boone said.
"And we gave the same effort
tonight thai we did Saturday night
Ian 87-54 loss to Western
Michigan). There was no difference In the effort, only lhat we

executed."
The teams went back and forth
throughout much of the game, as
neither team led by more than
five In the Brsl half. BG scored the
first five points of the game, and
led 10-5 four minutes in.
However, live straight points by
Easterns laQuan I lan four minutes later knollcd ihe score at 16.
Eastern took their first lead mid
way through the half on a Ricky
Coltrill layup, bin another
Reimold three gave BG Ihe lead al
19-18.
liar! made Iwo lice throws
next, and the Eagles would not
nail again. EMUs Ryan Prillman
bad eight in the first hall lo lead a
balanced scoring attack, and the

Eagles led 37-34 at the half.
Eastern quickly opened their
lead in the opening minutes of
the second half, as Markus Austin
and Prillman hit (wo free throws
apiece and Pettyjohn nailed a
jumper to give EMU an eightpoint lead a minute into the half.
They opened thai lead to nine just
prior to the first media timeout of
ihe half on yet another Pettyjohn
jumper, but BG would not go
away. Cory Eyink hit a three with
14 minutes left, and after a free
throw by Hart, BG's labari Martox
drove to the hoop and scored to
cut the lead to two.
A subsequent 9-2 run by
Eastern looked to put the Falcons
away, though, as two layups and a
Michael Ross three opened the
hosts' lead lo nine at 61-52. After
HG pulled within six again with six
minutes left on an Eyink layup,
Austin made one free throw and
Prillman two to give EMU their
66-57 lead, setting the stage for
the dramatic finish.
After Pettyjohn hit his three for
a 69-64 Eagle lead. Eastern made
four of six free throws down Ihe
slretch to ice the victory.
After the game, BG coach Dan
Dakich gave credit to Eastern.
"I thought Ihey deserved (o win
(he game," Dakich said. "They
played hard, they were aggressive,
and when they had the chance,
they made big plays. I'm disappointed. I Ihoughl that we would
have come back better than that,
but you can'l take anything away
from them."
Netter led the visitors with 15,
bill never really go! inlo a rhylhm
and finished 5-17 from the floor.
I link tallied 14, Reimold II and
BBALL. PAGE 8

Ben Swinger 8G News

SURROUNDED: BG guard Ron Lewis battles against Oakland prior to Christmas break. Lewis
scored 10 againsl Eastern last night, but the host Eagles outlasted the Falcons 73-67.

BG hopes to go back
in time with Paluch
By Erik Cassano

Stanley Cup.

SPOfl'S RtPOBtH

No other BG sport has had so
many professional alums. No
other BG team sport has won a
national championship. No
oilier BG team sport has had
Olympic gold medalists among
its ranks.
And no other BG sport has
such a rebuilding project on
their hands.
The Falcons haven't finished
with a winning regular season
record in six years. This year's
club was 3-8-1 heading into the
December 7-8 weekend series
against Notre Dame. Crowds at
the Ice Arena have become
notoriously sparse for games
that don't involve big-name
opponents like Michigan or
Michigan State.
For BG, it is a case of wanting
to go back in time. To make the
coming seasons the promised

It has become northwest
Ohio's version of Atlantis. The
losi kingdom, tucked away next
to 17,000 square feet of ice. The
BGSU Ice Arena's brand-spanking-new velvety-plush Alumni
Lounge sits squarely in the
middle of a S75O,0O0 addition
to Ihe Ice Arena las! year.
I dialed next to Ihe rink, il is a
shrine lo Bowling Green
Hockey. A photo mural of
teams past is spread across one
wall Several down color photos of BG hockey alumni who
have reached the peak of the
sport -the NHL-are on another
wall. In a comer, select NHLJerse\s are in a glass showcase,
including Rob Blake, the 1990
alum who is one of only two
Falcon players to reach hockey's summit: hoisting the

land that the 1980s were, when
BG won the 1984 national
championship and a Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
title in 1987. That job falls in the
bands of first-year coach Scott
Paluch.
Paluch, a rookie head coach,
played for those BG teams of
the mid-'80s. An Ail-American
and All-CCHA selection with
BG, he was drafted in the fifth
round of the 1984 NHL amateur draft by the St I-ouis Blues
before he entered college. He
eventually signed with the
Blues and played several seasons in iheir fann system.
Paluch's future was in coaching, however Upon earning his
sport management degree
from BG in 1991. he spent several years as an assistant coach
PALUCH. PAGE 8
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BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Netter named MAC
Player of the Week
Kevin Netter was chosen as
Mid-American Conference
Player of the Week in the
eighth week of the 2002-2003
season.
Neller helped lead the
Falcons in a 24-point comeback win over Kent Slate
Saturday (78-74). He scored
14 of his 18 points in the second half and shol 6-of-7 from
the field and 6-of-8 from the
line.
With 1:03 remaining in the
game Netter made two free
throws to give the Falcons the
lead for good al 73-72.

Browns rope a third
Cowboy assistant
IHl ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

BEREXOhio —The
Cleveland Browns added
another former Dallas coach
to their defensive slaff yester-

day, hiring Clancy Pendergasl
to coach Iheir linebackers.
Pendergasl, who spent
seven years with Dallas,
replaces Keith Butler, who
was fired by the Browns on
Monday. Butler had been
with Ihe team since 1999.
In Cleveland, Pendergasl
will join former Dallas coaches Dave Campo and Andre
Patterson, hired in the past
week by the Browns in the
wake of Ihe club's second-half
collapse against Pittsburgh in
Ihe AFC playoffs.
The Browns blew a 17IK HIu lead after halftime in a
36-33 wild-card loss lo the
Sleelers.
Campo is Ihe Browns' new
defensive coordinator and
Patterson will coach the
defensive line.
The 35-year-old Pendergasl
coached Dallas' secondary
Ihe past two years. The
Cowboys had Ihe league's
youngest defensive backfield
this season.
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Marvin Lewis will try
to resurrect Bengals
By Joe Kay
IKE ASSOCIATED MISS

MMhlVPMo
NEW BENGALS BOSS: Marvin lewis was hired by Bengals owner Mike Brown yesterday as head coach.
He comes to Cincinnati from Washington, where he was defensive coordinator.

Falcons look to get
back in W column
W.BBALL.FR0MPAGE7

as a team
The main area of concern is
their rebounding.
"We're a team thai lives and
dies on the perimeter." said
Miller. "When we aren't hitting
our shots outside, we need to
rebound in order to gel second
chance points"
I lie Falcons will hope to get
back to the way things were

before the Nil! game, beating all
teams thai challenge them.
Even though BG comes in as
underdogs, their outlook on the
game remains positive and they
:i underdog role as a good
thing
"Being major underdogs, we
have nothing to lose," MiUersakl,
'Till just hnpmj; we tan come
out and play a care-free game
and manage to set the tone
early."

Eastern ends BG s sixgame winning streak
BBALl. FROM PAGE 1
Lewis Iti BG out-rebounded the
Eagles 38-29.
Pettyjohn led tin- Eagles with
18. while Ross and Prillman
added 12 apiei
esshot
48.1 percent from the field, but
perhaps more importantly,
harassed Mattoxfoi the duration
of the game, and forced the
Falcons into 18 turn
Dakiili said llic hall pressure
applied to Ins tram was

n the game
I hey real)) pressured labari,
so in the second half we had Ron
bring the ball down," Daltich
said. "We hoped t<> relieve -emu'
oi the pressure on labari. WE
11 utting there prettj good
IDOUt 10minutes logo, but
we just couldn't sustain It. I
thought Kevin got good looks.
but he's not going to make
i. imes lac kson did a good
job guarding Kevin, and they put
a lot of pressure on him."

CINCINNATI — The architect
of one of the NFLs greatest
defenses will try to resurrect its
worst team.
Marvin Lewis was hired
Tuesday as head coach of the
Cincinnati Bengals, who haven't
had a winning season in the last
12 years. Lewis was coordinator
of the Baltimore Ravens defense
that won a Super Bowl in 2001
and set an NFL record for fewest
points allowed in a season.
The hiring marked a philosophical shift for the Bengals,
who had not brought in a total
outsider as head coach since
1980.
"It's a big step in the right
direction for the franchise, as
well as for the Brown family," Pro
Bowl fullback tarenzo Neal said.
"It's good for morale."
Lewis is the third black bead
i ii.u h in the NFi. joining Tony
Dungy of Indianapolis and
Herman Edwards of the New
York lets.

eager for the chance to become
an NIL head coach.
He's starting at the bottom.
The Bengals haven't had a
winning record in the last 12
years and became a national
laughingstock during a 2-14 season that was the worst in team
history. Dick LeBeau was fired a
day later.
For the first time since owner
Mike Brown took over the team
in 1991, he looked outside the
organization for a replacement.
Brown
also
interviewed
Pittsburgh offensive coordinator
Mike Mularkcy and former
Jacksonville head coach Tom
Coughlin.
Brown and other front-office
personnel were in Mobile, Ala,
scouting the Senior Bowl when
they chose Lewis as the team's
ninth
head
coach.
The
announcement came a day after
Mularkey had his second interview for the job.
Quarterback Ion Kitna, who
LEWIS. PAGE 9

Paluch hopes to restore BG pride
PALUCH. FROM PAGE 7

for the Falcons. Paluch then
mined on to Koston College,
where as an associate head
coach, he helped guide the
Eagles 10 four consecutive NCAA
Prozen lours (the hockey equivalent to basketballs Final Four)
and an NCAA title in 2001.
'lonng, ambitious and pas
sionate about hockey, he was a
prime candidate to fill the BG
head coaching vacancy created
by the dismissal of Buddy
Powers last spring.
On April IS, he was named the
fifth head coach in the history of
the program. To Paluch, few
things compare to coming back
to his alma mater ami coaching
"It was a tremendous experience being here as a playei and
then as an assistant coach," he
said. "H( I is a very special place''
The first order of business for
Paluch was to inject some new
energy Into a program which
had plodded through much of
the previous two years. Many of
the veteran players said they
immediately noticed a difference with Paluch. I le kept practices mine spirited, kinetic, with
vet) little down time.
I he biggest thing is the level
nl enthusiasm," goaltender Tyler
Masters said. Being here in this
atmosphere, he makes it fun,
makes it so we want to work
hard."
"Il'aluchl believes every practice is big," assistant captain

Tyler Knight said. "Practice is
high-intensity. Every practice is a
chance to get better."
P.iluch's energy is infectious to
his players and staff. Everyone in
the program seems upbeat and
optimistic. Smiles abound in the
hockey office.
Paluch said his energy isn't
fabricated. It is part of his personality.
"It is not a difficult thing to do,"
he said. "The energy that comes
out of me is a pretty natural
thing. I have the same enthusiasm I had as a player."
(Ine of Paluch's biggest coaching influences was the man in
charge when he was a player at
BG. lerry York coached BG
through one of its most successful runs from 1979-94. Under
York, the Falcons never finished
below .500 and reached the
CCHA championship game four
times.
"To watch Coach York as a
player, to sec how he put together championship teams, that
helped me come up with a formula as a coach," he said.
Being around winning can be
addictive, something Paluch
learned as a player and had reinforced as an assistant at Boston
College. Paluch's goal is to
remake BG as a perennial powerhouse. He said if he has a team
that is successful for one year
and cannot maintain it, that is
not real success. As a college
coach, he can never coach for
just one year. He always has to be

3 regular
footlong
subs
THE SIDELINE SQUAD
WANTS YOU!!!!

The NFL has been under pressure from a group led by lohnnie
Cochran Ir. and Cyrus Mehri to
accelerate the pace of minority
hiring All 32 teams agreed last
month to interview minority
candidates when they have
openings for a coach or key spots
in the front office.
Lewis will bring a fresh perspective to a locker room that
wallowed in misery as the losses
mounted. Lewis, the team's first
black head coach, will be moving
to a city still trying to heal from
race riots in 2001.
"In the 35 years of the franchise, there haven't been a lot of
blacks in there," offensive tackle
Willie Anderson said. "For one of
the first blacks in the front office
to be the head coach, that's a
gigantic move. Cincinnati is a
place where you wouldn't think
that would happen."
After failing to get a head
coaching job after the 2000 or
2001 seasons, Lewis became
defensive coordinator of the
Washington Redskins, but was

athletes that make it to the pros
put their colleges behind them.
Not so for Paluch's program.
Many NHL alums of BG still
keep in contact and support the
program. Much of the bill for the
Alumni lounge was footed by
Falcons now earning a paycheck
on skates. Having Stanley Cup
champions like Blake on your
program's bandwagon is both
tension-building and exhilarating but Paluch welcomes it.
"It all plays into the energy I
have for this program," he said.
"The concern our alums, especially our NHL alums, show for
this program is tnily something
special."
McConvey said that when BG
was conducting its coaching
search, some of BG's NHL alums
called in with candidate suggestions.
Three months into his first
season at the helm, Paluch is
pleased with what he's seen out
of his players, but far from satisfied. There is still a lot of work to
be done.
"The first half has been a
tremendous improvement in
our off-ice training," he said.
"We've had an excellent semester in the classroom as well. If
you take a look at where we were
in September to where we arcnow, we are a better hockey
team. But we have to keep making ourselves a bener hockey
team everyday.
"The fans, and community of
Bowling Green deserve that."

looking several years away as
well.
"There's never going to be a
point where I can say 'we've
made it'," he said. "When we're
consistently at a point where
we're competing for championships, then the task begins to
maintain that. If our record was
reversed and we were 13-5-2
instead of 5-13-2, I'd still want
that train to keep moving."
They are expectations he has
tried hard to impress on his players.
"I think we can always move
so much further," captain D'Arcy
McConvey said. "We need to not
worry about how far back we arc
and worry about where we could
be at the end of the year."
McConvey said Paluch is
ambitious, but not consumed by
ambition. He said he wants to
get BG hockey back on the
national stage not so he can
prove himself as a coach, but for
the sake of the city and the program.
Paluch said BG holds a unique
place in the annals of college
hockey.
"Hockey is unique here in that
there wasn't large exposure to
hockey prior to this program," he
said. "We have done a lot more in
a lot less time, since the program's only been around since
1969. There are college hockey
programs that date to the '30s
and '40s."
BG hockey also has some very
famous support. Some college

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

only $10.99

Now Leasing

BOWLING GREEN BASKETBALL
DOUBLEHEADER

Saturday, January 18th

2 bedroom Furnished & Unfurnished
May and August

Women vs. C. Michigan
1:O0pm

High Speed Internet
Connection Available

Men vs. Akron
4:00pm

eat f resbGood only at

The first 1,000 STUDENTS in attendance
at this Saturday's Doubleheader will
receive a Sideline Squad T-Shirt

524 E. Wooster

419-352-8500
Now through Jan 31"
www subway corn

'No Coupon Necessary*

2 Blocks from
c

Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533
villagcgreen0dacor.net

SMRTC
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Brown goes outside of the
organization for new coach

Parity seen in MAQ
BG, Marshall excel
ByAndyftesnik
!"[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

In a league vvilli a penchant for
hard-fought games, upsets and
buzzer Dealers, it's no surprise
that the first few weeks of the
Mid-American Conference basketball season are not going
according to plan.
Ohio and Bel State, the two
teams picked to win the MAC's
two divisions, are struggling while
Marshall and Bowling Green,
expected to make 2002-03 a trail
sition year, haw surged into Hist

place,

"The operative word for our
conference is 'parity." said Ohio
coach Tim O'Shea. "There are a
lot of teams that ate very i lose."
lust look at this past Saturdaj
Bowling (irccn rallied from 24
points down to beat Kent State 7871. Northern Illinois beat Ball
Stale 66-64 and Ohio lost to
Central Michigan 87-84 on a halfcourt shot as lime expired.
The league is a lot belter than
we gave ii credit for," said Tim
Bin Uev, the coach al struggling
Ball State.
When the preseason predictions came out, Buckley's
Cardinals and O'Shea's Bobcats
were seen :,>. the class of the MAC
because each had its top players
comine, bat I. while defending
champion Kent Stale and other
2001-02 title contenders had lost
several key components,
But Injuries and the emergence
of some unexpected stars have set
iheMAt on its ear.
With Ball Stale's top player,double-double machine Theron
Smith, out lor the season with a
knee injury Bowling Green has
risen to the top of [he West
Division behind Mill Reimold, a

"There's not going to
be a team like Kent
State going 17-1 like
they did last year.
The team that will
emerge at the end
will be the team
that's healthy, has
good chemistry and
gets on a roll at the
right time."
TIM O'SHEA. OHIO HEAD COACH
transfa from loyola of Maryland.
The sophomore forward is
averaging 15 points a game, helping the Falcons compensate for
the loss of four starters including
Keith McLeod, last season's MAC
si oring champ.
Reimold, who was the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference
freshman of the year two seasons
ago, freshman forward Ronald
Lewis and junior big men Kevin
Nettei and losh Almanson give
the Falcons an imposing front
court
Coach Dan Dakich has been
Impressed with his team's tenacity, especially In Saturdays rally at
Kent State, The Colilin Hashes
had won 17 straight home games
and a record 17 consecutive M \t
regular-season games.
"Out team, foi all its shortcomings, works really hard," Dakich
said. "They are run to be around.
They bring it every day."
other schools are benefiting
from an influx of junior college
transfers,
Marvin
Black (Coffeyville
Community College; is the sec-
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ond-leading scorer at East
Division-leading
Marshall;
Derrick Tarver (City College of San
Francisco)
and
Johnny
llollingsworth (Wabash Valley
funior Gillege) are both scoring
20 points a game for Akron; and
Mike Williams (Schoolcraft
College) tops several columns of
the stat sheet at Western
Michigan.
"This is the first time most people can remember so many junior
college players coming in and
having an immediate impact."
O'Shea said.
The Ohio coach has one IUCO
player — forward Delvar Barrett
— and other things working to his
benefit that could signal a turnaround for the Bobcats.
O'Shea has a veteran team lliat
has played non-conference
games this season against
Providence, DePaul. Wisconsin,
St. Bonaventure and Kentucky.
Add the fact that one of his
team's two MAC losses came on a
last-second shot, and O'Shea
remains confident better times
are ahead for the Bobcats.
" There's not going to be a team
like Kent State going 17-1 like they
did last year," he said. "The team
that will emerge at the end will be
the team that's healthy, has good
chemistry and gets on a roll at the
right time."
That's going to be tough for Ball
State, which hasn't won a MAC
game and continues to stniggle
without Smith. He averaged 19.6
points and ltl.9 rebounds last season, leading the MAC with 23
double-doubles.
"We were a different basketball
team at the beginning of the year
with Theron In our lineup.
Buckley said,

called for change beginning at
the top of the organization during the season, was encouraged
dial 1-ewis will evidently get to
hire most of his staff.
"It sounds to me like they're
going to let him have a little bit
of say in what goes on," Kitna
said. "That's a very positive
thing."
Ihe last time the Bengals
went entirely outside the organization for a head coach was
1980, when they hired Forrest
Gregg. He led the team to its
first Super Bowl a season later,
but butted beads with the

Brown family over control ol
the roster and left after the 1983
season
During their dismal dozen
years, the Bengals have had
four head coaches with links to
the organization: Sam Wychc.
Dave Shula, Bruce Coslet and
LeBeait. None has been able to
produce as much as one winning record.
The question is whether
lewis, who has been an NIT.
assistant for II seasons, can
overcome the front office's
shortcoming), which pra tk al
Iv ensure failure.
' The Bengals are 55-137
under Brown, who refuses to

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
■ohn Reimold lead the Falcons to a 78-74 comeback victory
lover Kent State Saturday as he scored 23 of the Falcons'
| points to end the (ioldcn Flashes 17-game winning streak
l mefMid-American Conference.
nine
He scored seven points in Bowling Greens 10-0 run.
Reimold's three-pointer with 2:08 remaining brought the
Falcons within one point of the Golden Flashes.
His play helped the Falcons complete a ferocious comeback
from 24 points down. His play also helped the Falcons avenge
last years' loss in the MAC finals.
Reimold is averaging 21.6 points away from home over his
last three games including 24 vs. Cleveland State. 18 vs.
Northern Illinois and 23 vs. Kent Stale
11 us comeback tied the Falcons' second largest comeback in
school history. The largest was the Falcons last win at Kent
when they came back from a 12-17 halftime deficit 125 points)
to win 70-69 on February 12,1997.
1 he win over Kent State gives Bowling I ireen us lira 4-0 MAC
record since Bill Filch coached the 1967-68 squad to a 5-0
league start

r

John Reimold
Sophomore

The athlete ofthe week Is selected by The BG News sports staff due to their outstnndingaccorrtpllshments on thefleld.

BiG Welcome

Own a piece of Buckeye history!

"Hire Education"
Tuesday, January 14 - TONIGHT!
7:00 p.m.
ltd in ii-1 lii ii iips II ii Student Union 314
Come learn what BGSU has to offer in the
world of work. Student Employment is the
place to find on and off campus jobs and
interships

National Champions 2002
Ohio Sink-Buckeyes .11
Miami Hurricanes 24
A piloranlc ,,.* m I .nip., An/..a.

"Recreational Sports:
Something for EVERYONE!"

FULL COLOR PRINT 39" X 13 1/2"- Unkamad - $44 95 | Framed in Wack malal - sat.es
Mail older form to
The Frame Shop
2063 E 4th St.
Cleveland. Ohio
44115
1 -800-903-7677

Wednesday, January 15
7:00 p.m.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 314

Name
Street address
City/state
Zip cod*
Phone

§

Mail ord»f VV« oor«plch*d> or moo»yord»f By phont: All maior c*»d.t cardt ace«pt»d Tax»t. »hipp*>g & handling rndudtd o

bring in a general manager, gh*
his head coaches final say over
the roster or upgrade the N*li
smallest si outing staff.
Hy hiring Lewis Instead of
someone on staff, Bwwn
acknowledged a need to
change direction and win back
fans. I'he Bengals' List three
home games last season drew
the three smallest crowds in
Paul Brown Stadium history.
Brown chose a head coach
who will be much different
from I rhc.ui. who also was a
former defensive coordinator.
LeBcau, 65, was personable
and easygoing and some players took advantage of him

Check out what's offered in Recreational
Sports, intramurals, sports clubs, aerobics,
informal recreation, outdoor adventures, and
more!

1#JL

eXtremcH
#1 oppprtuflftljl
for learning
"Outdoor Programs at BGSU:
How Can You Get Involved?"
Thursday, January 16
7:00 p.m.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 316
I eldership, achievement, and outdoor adventure
:an be a dynamic combination. Check out the
Outdoor Programs new and innovative
leadership training scries.
Coordinated by Oricnlalion & First Year Programs

With 3-1/2 lo 5 hour work shifts and great pay plus excellent
benefits, you can live life more on your terms.

The UPS

EARN&
LEARN

Program

- +Us Co\A-

PART-TIME
PACKAGE HANDLERS
Consistent Work Schedules

ESP

§ s>
o
a

3
c

n

$8.50/hr. with increases of 50«
after 90 days & 50« at one year
Weekly Paycheck

a(0

0

Excellent Benefits
Weekends & Holidays Oft

O
o_

Sign a lease with NEWIPVI;
Rentals

Paid Vacations
Onsite Classes

419-891-6820
ON CAMPUS
Jan. 15th 9am-1pm
Union
Jan. 16th 1-4 pm
Career Services
Jan. 21st 10am-2pm
Career Services

109 N. Main St. # H: One bedroom unfurnished apartment located downtown above
Call of Canyon. Resident pays all utilities. $335.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
114 S. Main St. #3,7,9 & 10: One bedroom unfurnished apartments. Located downtown above Wizard Graphics. FREE WATER & SEWER. Laundry facilities in building. #3 $335.00, #7 $355.00, »9 $385.00, #10 $395.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
114 S. Main St. #12 & #13: One bedroom unfurnished apartments. Located downtown above Wizard Graphics. Resident pays all utilities. #12 $440.00, #13 $395.00 per
month for a 12-month lease.
117 N. Main St. #2,4,5,6 & 8: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown. Are all different. Resident pays utilities. #2 $375.00, #4 $385.00, #5 $345.00, #6
$350.00, #8 $300.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
315 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck. Gas
heat. Resident pays all utilities. $485.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
507 & 525 E. Merry St.: Large two bedroom furnished apartments. Across from
Campus. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat. Laundry facilities in
buildings. $610.00 per month for a 12-month lease.

NEWL°VE
Rentals

332 S. Main
(419)352 i
www.newloverealtv.t im
newlol".l.'<
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James toys with Hummer controversy
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIAK0 PRESS

AKRON. Ohio — LeBron
lames drove his Hummer
toward the basket, made a hard
left near the baseline, spun
around some cheerleaders and
brought it to a screeching stop.
Under the bench.
While his teammates warmed
up two hours before a game last
night, lames, whose recent
acquisition of a luxury sports
utility vehicle has led to a state
investigation into his eligibility,
toyed with the controversy spiraling around him.
Sitting on the floor at midcourt, the nation's top high
school basketball player, smiled
as he steered a remote control
Hummer around the floor of
Akron's lames A. Rhodes Arena
"OK," he said. "Here's my real
Hummer."
When a basketball nearly
crushed his four-wheeled camouflaged gadget, lames yelled,
"Hey, you almost hit my truck."

Guess he's not too worried
about things.
On Monday, the Ohio High
School Athletic Association
began an investigation into how
lames, the expected No. 1 pick in
this year's NBA draft, acquired a
2003 Hummer H2 vehicle.
State officials are concerned
that lames, a senior, might have
violated his amateur status by
accepting an improper gift.
Clair Muscaro, commissioner
of the OHSAA, said yesterday
that the inquiry was continuing
and that he was still in the
process of gathering information.
Muscaro said he had been in
contact with St. Vincent-St. Mary
officials and that the school was
in the process of sending him
documentation.
The OHSAA has asked the
school to provide written evidence about how the SUV was
bought and financed. If it is
shown to be an improper gift
from an outside source, lames

could forfeit his amateur status
and his school would have to
forfeit its games from the time
the 6-foot-8 sensation acquired
the extravagant vehicle.
lames, a senior, reportedly got
the Hummer — with a base
retail price of $50,000 — as an
18th birthday gift from his
mother, Gloria, who has told
school officials that she
obtained a bank loan to finance
the vehicle.
Gloria lames has refused to
comment on the situation.
One of the OHSAA's bylaws
says an athlete forfeits his or her
amateur status by "capitalizing
on athletic fame by receiving
money or gifts of monetary
value."
"We have parents buying cars
for their kids all the time,"
Muscaro said. "We just need to
know that everything was done
properly and within the rules."
Muscaro hopes to have the
case resolved by the end of the
week.

Travel

lames' case is believed to be
unprecedented in Ohio, which
has made enforcing any rules
more
difficult.
OHSAA
spokesman Bob Goldring said.
"It's been a challenge," he said.
"This is new ground for us."
lames' SUV is reportedly outfitted with three televisions, has
seatbacks embroidered with
"King lames", and hookups for
computer games.
License plate tags on the platinum-colored Hummer show it
was purchased at 310 Motoring
Automobile Specialists of Los
Angeles, which caters to a
celebrity clientele.
On
its
Web
site,
www.310motoring.com
the
dealership boasts to have
among its customers actor
Denzel Washington, singers
lennifer Lopez and lanet
lackson, NBA superstars Kobe
Bryant. Kevin Garnett and Gary
Payton and NFL stars Ray lewis,
Keyshawn lohnson and Warren
Sapp.

«1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida. Best
Prices! Space is limited!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

DE LI VER
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HOT SPRING BREAKS
Discount Coupons up to $250
Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica &
Bahamas packages with air.
Our staff's 18th Spring Break
1-800-328-7513
www.hotspringbreaks.com
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INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S BASKETBALL- JAN 22

bookstore
e> THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

Hack to School
Art & School Supplies
Special Buy!

20 espresso/cappuccino coffee chokes.

1 subject spiral notebook .89

Satisfy your sweat tooth with favorites like cheesecake, Snicker's
pie, and carrot cake.

Your #1 Choice for a
Healthy Meal

*
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UNIVERSITY

Wc make 23 different grinders, 8 types of deli salad*, and we also offer

523 E. Wooster St.

Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica.
S. Padre* Florida. Free parties,
food & drinks! BEST hotels & LOWEST priceslwww.breakerstravel.com
(800) 575-2026

What is a grinder?
An oven-baked gourmet sandwich.

4 Types of Baked Pasta

Services Offered

7770

r

2 Soups Daily

SPRING BREAK!
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199.
Includes 7 Nights Hotel.
6 Free Parties!
24 Hrs Free Drinks!
Cancun A Jamaica!
From $459
www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800 678 6386

Celebrity Spring Break brought to
you by StudentCity.com! Book now
& save up to $100 on all International trips. Party like a rock star w/
MAXIM Magazine & Jackass's
Steve-O. Call 1-800-293-1445
for details, email
Uj(ajJ}_5tudentcity com. M booh
online at \

Have a great
WEDNESDAY!
WE

•"Act Fast! Save $$$, Last chance
to book! Special rates lot groups ol
6±. www.leisuretours.com
800-838-8203
SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
$279.
5 days. Includes 10 Free Meals.
Free Parties & Drink Specials!
Incl Port, Departure, Hotel Tax!
www.SDrincjbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386

4

Largest Selection
of Used Books
50°o more books
brought back in
'
December

BGSU Imprinted Clothing
Hoodie Special

7F*

Cotton Exchange hoodies $29.99
Special Value
Cotton Exchange 100% cotton t-shirts $9.99

419-353-7770

Catering - Dine-in - Carryout - Delivery - Parly Trays

v.vii.

General Books
Special Sale
Bar Charts 25% off regular price
Magnetic Poetry 25% off suggested retail price
Extended hours for your convenience

University Bookstore hours
Wednesday 1/15 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Thursday 1/16
8 a.m to 9 p.m.
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday 1/17
Saturday 1/18
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday 1/19
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday 1/20

BOWLING

The Peregrine Shop hours
Wednesday 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Thursday
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Friday
9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sunday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday

BGSU
STATE

GREEN

UNIVERSITY

LET'S Q
PARTY
419-353- *j
...isn't there some kind of organization
for students like me
who commute to school everyday?

there could be one if you wanted!

1045 N. Main St.

HOURS: Sun. to Wed. 11-1:30 a.m.
Thurs. to Sat. 11-2:30 a.m.

TWO

nmm cmtst

PIZZAS

FREE Delivery
No Coupon Necessary
Excludes Other Otters
Limited Time Ottei

Additional Toppings $1.00 Ea.
(Covers Both Pizzas!)

4GwfcW>?

Off Cimptis Connection could be thai
organization, conk) he utiere \ou go
to meet people and nuke frtends. get
imolved »illl campus activities, or RBI
get help with today's homework If this
sounds like something you'd like to have
here at BGSl'. then come to one of the
listed mMings :uid find out how to eel
coiutectcd to Off Campus Connection

Meetings located in
Student Union Rm. 315:
January 15th at 11:30 a.m.

For more information contact:
Office of Campus Involvement
Phone 372-2343
Email involvedUbgnet bgsu edu

January 16th at Noon
January 21st at 9 00 am
January 22nd at 2:30 p.m.

JIFF-CAMPUS,
*«*• CONNECTION V

4fJ5s^^CARRYOUT
& FREE DELIVERY

Best!
ACCEPTED AT THIS LOCATION
Must provide credit card information when ordering
tor delivery

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
WOMEN'S 4 CO-REC
BASKETBALL- JAN. 21

S1Q AN HOUR t COMMISSION!!!!
TRUGREEN-CHEMLAWN is currently looking for energetic candidates who seek to make good money while improving their communication skills through telephone sales.
•Make up to S15 an hour!)
-$200 sign on bonus!!
-No experience necessary!!
-Work in a tun environment with fun
people!1
-Full and part-time positions available!!
-No cold calling-leads are provided!!
-Give us a call-well talk to everyone!
Call Kris at (419)BZ4^QQ4 or (ax resume to (4191674-7107 to see how
TRUGREEN-CHEMLAWN can help
you further your career!!

Easy Walk From Campus
Work part-time or tull-time around
your college and personal schedule.
Work a minimum o( 15 hours per
week. Many college students work
here. Standard pay is $6 00 per
hour. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging
ot small parts. Apply in person between the hours of 9:00 am. and
5 00 p.m. (Monday-Friday) at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
INC., 426 Clough Street, Bowling
Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks from
campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.

Easy walk tram Campus. Work
pt/time or full time around your
college & personal schedule. Work a
min. of 15 hrs^wk. Many college
students work here Standard pay is
$6.00mr These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling & packaging of
small parts Apply in person bAv the
hrs. of 9am-5pm <M-F) at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough St .BG.OH. only 2
blocks from campus near Kinko's A
Dairy Queen next to RR tracks

CHESS COACH Elementary in BG
needs coach for Weds each month
in Feb. Mar & Apr. from 3:10- 4:30.
Teach basic moves & strategy. Love
of kids 4 game a must Paid position
+ bonus for outstanding performance Call 353-9102

America Roads Hiring!!! Tutoring
children at area schools. Inquire at
531 Education Bldg Pay starting at
$6Air. Must have work study.
Fry cook & wait staff wanted lor private catering Exper A transport
necessary CaN Ann 419-872-6404.

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS &
SCOREKEEPERS NEEOEO FOR
BASKETBALL. COMPLETE &
RETURN TAKE-HOME TEST &
APPLICATION BY JAN. 17. FORMS
AVAIL. FROM 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE OR WEB SITE MANDATORY CLINICS ON JAN. 21 S 22.
Spring Break Tanning Specials.
Semester unlimited $65. 2 mo.
unlimited S50. 1 mo. unlimited S30.
Campus Tanning 352-7889

Wanted

Earn $1.000-S2.000 this semester
with a proven Campus Fundraiser
3 hour fund raising event.
Our programs make
fund raiting easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (868)
923-3236 or visit
ww«, campusfgnd'aiser.cQm

THE FtVtNaS- F'SH WAS
HappyWednesday

Subleaser needed May through
Aug., above Pisanellos -downtown.

U9 T© 9o fviST^fS.

Another day,

Call 354-9436

another class...

Welcome Back

The Wash House

THE
TANNING
CENTER

ONE OF THE YEARS
BEST FILMS!

248 N.

DENZEL WASHINGTON

ll ■ULlMttU
H»th«-H«rKaMM.CMi

""" *"SS£ "*"

Special

SoulhSide Laundromat
993 S. MAIN
(419) 353-8826

only

5 bods/I booth

1$i>

The Heat

Monthly Bed Package
r,.„

904EWOOSTER
(419)352-3588
5 bods

Above Dairy Queen
434 E. Woosrat
(419) 353-2844
4 bods/4 booths

Thursday, January 16
Showtime at 9:00 p.n

fro!*) 6:30#rn - Tltro "KoD-tit
2 •OO".
2 bacon or 2 sausages.
2 pancakes or loaat. and
homefriaa or
colfee
Show BQSU ID
and raclava 25% off
any breakfaet •paclal

Serving BG since 1980

Boi wen Thompson St udent

X

Union Theatre
BACK TO BG
WELCOME EVENTS
Co ordinal id bf: IMnnltv AcvUvrHn OrgairuHm, Cntn lor Muttloihwal

1021 S M*n Si • 353-0123

www «

v

md you know...%

\
-t
.
_

Apples, not caffeine, \
are more efficient at »
waking you up in the .
morning...

^ m-m-m-m apples!!! .

*

MAIN

(419)354-1559
10 Ms/2 booths

4 LOCATIONS

P^ km LlL * "

Marketing Associate. Local investment advisory practice looking lor
an individual who is serf-motivated
wrth excellent verbal skills lor telephone-based marketing NO direct
selling. Position will provide right
person with excellent opportunity to
grow and leam an excitng industry
the right way. Competitive hourly
wage. Please call 419-691-3100 or
lax resume to 419-891-2281 if interested
$250 a day potential bartending
Training provided
1-600-293-3985 ext. 541

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups

*

University Dining Services
Opening Hours Spring 2003
Dining Centers » Restaurants

*

Welcome BGSU Students!

Commons Dining Center

Monday. January 13
7:30 am - 7:00 pm

Founders Keepers Food Court

Sunday. January 12

Kreischer Sundial Food Court

Sunday. January 12

Silver River Caff

Monday. January 13
5:00 pm -8:30 pm

McDonald Dining Center

Sunday. January 12

Snack Bars * Convenience Stores

«* ST«AKKOg8«*»
SALOON,

HIRING ALL POSITIONS
2411 Tiffin Ave Findlay,0H
(419)429-7884

Noon - 7:00 pm
INoon - 7:00 pm

Noon - 7:00 pm

Towers Inn Restaurant

Wednesday. January 15
5:00 pm -8:30 pm

Chily's Express

Sunday. January 12

Neighborhood Deli

Sunday. January 12

Founders Keepers Snack Bar

Sunday. January 12

Galley

Monday. January 13

GT Deli

Monday. January 13

GT Express

Sunday. January 13

Kreischer Shadows Snack Bar

Sunday. January 12

Noon - Midnight
4:00 pm - 11:00 pm

7:00 pm - Midnight
7:30 am - 2:00 pm
4:30 pm - Midnight
6:00 pm- 11:00 pm

Noon - Midnight
7:00 pm - Midnight

*
Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sal 9am-1pm

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

BOWIN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION
/

AA

Food Court
Continental, Beverage Service

Campbell Hill
Apartments

Available for Fall 2003
451 and 424 Frazee Ave.
808 and 818 N.
Enterprise

Now Renting for Fall
2003

3 bedroom, 2 bath w/ fireplace
Furnished, microwaves, A/C
garbage disposal, dishwasher
9 1/2 mo. lease
975.00/mo.
+ utilities

2 and 3 bedroom townhouses
with 1 1/2 baths
full basement,
washer/dryer hookup, A/C
garbage disposal, dishwasher
2 bedrooms starting at
$800/mo. + utilities
3 bedrooms starting at
$1000/mo. + utilities

Lunch

&)&

Dinner

JaW 4b .
%^M

Fusions
F
'u't * Yogurt Bar

MtL.

check out our website at

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

Salad s Fruit Bar

i ^»«rf

WoK-toOrOer

' t"3P

Monday ■ Friday
Saturday ■ Sunday
Monday • Friday
Saturday - Sunday
Monday ■ Thursday
Friday • Sunday

7:30 am-1030 am
Closed
ii30am-2:00pm
Closed
5:00 pm- 7:30 pm
Closed

Monday • Fnday
Saturday - Sunday

730 am-11.00 am
930 am-11:00 am

Monday • Fnday
Saturday - Sunday
Monday • Friday
Saturday - Sunday

11 00 am ■ 7 30 pm
11:00 am-730pm
11:00 am-730 pm
Closed

Monday - Friday
Saturday - Sunday

9:00 am • 9:30 pm
9 30 am-9:30 pm

\ Qf.

Sirs L—

Sunday - Saturday

11.00 am- 730 pm

I "K, T

Soup du Jour

Sunday • Saturday

11:00 am-730 pm

^arfaW^

Sr»jA Escape

Sunday • Saturday

llO0am-930pm

HjFWm

rn B G G

Monday - Fnday
Saturday ■ Sunday

1100 am-930 pm
Closed

ZasPtsts

Monday - Fnday
Saturday - Sunday

1130 am-7:30 pm
Closed

Zza'sPtzz*

Sunday • Saturday

HO0am-730pm

Black Swamp Pub

Monday ■ Thursday
Fnday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday • Fnday
Saturday -Sunday
Monday Friday
Saturday • Sunday

1130 am-Midraght
1130am-1 00 am
2 00 pm - 1 00 am
Closed
11:30am 200pm
Closed
5:00 pm- 7:30 pm
Closed

Monday - Fnday
Saturday -Sunday

7.00 am - 5:00 pm
Closed

Sunday - Thursday
Friday • Saturday

7:00 pm - 2:00 am
7 00 pm - 1 00 am

V%

■VJr

SIGN UP TODAY!!

7.30 am -9:30 pm
8 00 am • 9:30 pm
9-30 am • 9:30pm

Traditions
Breakfast

Heinz
Apartments

Monday - Friday
Saturday
Sunday

* '

'"'

uowung tifwsnsty

Lunch
Dinner

Cunitlon

CMH

BGSU
—-

Ziaa@> Ntaht

Is

1
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Recreational Snorts

The Daily Crossword Fix
•

■
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Woman's and Co-Rec
Basketball entries
accepted Jan. 14-21.
Men's Basketball entries
accepted Jan. 14-12.

Spring 2003 Basketball Officials and Scorckeepers Needed. Applications and
take-home test due by Friday. Jan. 17. Mandatory clinics on Jan. 21 and 22.
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AQUATIC PROGRAMS

SCUBA Lessons

Spring 1003 Schedule
Monday
Wedncidny
'. tO 6 lOprti '. 10-6:10pm

January 21-March 2, 200?
WHO: Anyone
WHERE: SRC Cooper Pool
WHY: Id FUN!
COST: $100 (includes a* equipment,
SSI cart,, textbooks and all dives)
REGISTER: bi SRC by Jan. 17

Tuesdiy
Thursday
4-Spm
4-Spm
'. 10 6 10pm '. 10-6: 10pm
Cost: $30 $40

Kyokushin Karate
SRC Dance Room
January 27-April 23
Sundays, Mondays and
Wednesdays
7-tpm: Beginner
S-Opm: Intermediate
Cost
Mem5en:$3S
Non-members: $45
rartlclpant Umlt:
20 per class

Need to put a SPIN into your workout!?!
Rec Sports is offering NEW SPINNING CLASSES Monday-Friday and Sunday at various
times. Stop by the SRC to sign up. CLASSES ARE FILLING UP FAST! $30 for stu mem

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Babysitter needed
in-home, 4-5
days/wk afternoon to early eve.
Transportation a plus but not req.
Please call 419-494-1246

Xscape is still looking for a DJ.
Call Laurie
354-0000

1 bdrm. renovated Millikin Hotel.
Downtown BG
3-levels w/spiral
staircase & sky light. Classy living.
Avail. NOW until Aug 419-352-2851

Part-time sales person lor Cellular
Retail Store. Some experience will
be helpful, but will train. Flex, sched.
Apply w/ in. 352-0522.
PF/FT Help needed Immed.
Flex. Hours Day & Even. Easy
Work Good $S Call 419-352-2227
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Sports camp in Maine.
Coaches needed: Tennis. Basketball, Baseball, Water-Sports, Rock
Climbing,
Biking. Golf. Archery.
Hockey & more. Work Outdoors.
Have a great summer. Call Free:
(888)844-8080 or
Apply Online: www.campcedar com
Riverview Industries, a private, nonprofit org. providing employment
opportunities tOT people w/disabilities, has a job opening for a
Business Manager. Duties include:
Daily Bookkeeping, Payroll Entry &
Quarterly Reporting. Detailed oriented, Bachelors degree in Accounting.
Proficient in QuickBooks & Excel
required. Not-tor-prolit & supervisory
exp helpful. 26K-28K. benefits avail.
Send resume to: Brenda Smith,
Riverview Industries. Inc. 8380 W.
State Route 163, Oak Harbor, OH
43449
Student to work w/autisttc tOyr. old
boy. will train. Evening & weekend
hrs. avail. $8Vhr.. record check,
references, transportation required.
Millbury/Oregon area. 419-836-5215
Taking classes this summer?
20-40 hr. week positrons available
On-campus housing provided.
Deadline for applications is Jan. 17,
Contact Conference Programs
Office for more info 372-9225
Waitstaff needed tor nights
& weekends. Apply within at
307 S. Main. Kormifs Restaurant.

For Sale
$500 Police Impounds!
CarsArucks/SUV's from $500.
Hondas, Chevys & more! For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext. 4558
Bed brand new. Quoen size pillow
top set. full warranty. Will sacrifice
$179 can deliver. Call 419-392-7465

For Rent
—(New) CanySludiQs (New)
Now leasing for 2nd semester &
beyond to seniors & grad. students.
Fully furnished, including 25* TV, all
utilities. From $395/mo. Only serious
students apply. Call 352-7365 from
10-4. After hrs. & wkends 352-1520.
"03-04 Houses 4 Apts. for Rent.
Going fast, all next to campus &
in quiet areas for study.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm.
"Fully furnished efficiency. $455 for
1 person. Monthly leases, includes
all utilities, cable, phone. Call
Buckeye Inn & Studios. 352-1520.
"Large 1 bdrm. apartment
New carpet, next to campus.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm.
1 & 2 bdrm. apts avail, in serene
park-like setting. Include appliances.
heat & refurburshed entries. Bowling
Green Village. 419-352-6335

2 bdrm. apl. AVAILABLE NOWI
S545 unlum. w/lridge, oven stove,
washing mach.. a/c. Close to
campus. Will pay $545 upon
signing. 419-352-2919

Management Inc.

NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
CALL 353-5800 FOR
COMPLETE LISTING
llillsdak Apt. 1082 Fairview.
I & 2 Bdrm Apis,
Dishwasher-Garbage Disposal
I 1/2 Balhs-Washer/Dryer Hook up
(2 Bdrm I

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.

2 houses lor rent close to campus.
239 Manville & 835 5th SI.
May leases, no pets.
Call Frobose Rentals 419-352-9392

Female subleaser thru Aug
S250/mo. + util. Own bdrm. & bthrm.
308-3530, ask lor Tonya.
Homes S Apts. lor 03-04 school yr.
1 -3 person-12 mo. leases only.
Smith Apt. Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. OKice
Houses 1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. within
2 blocks ol campus lor 03-04
school year. Call 352-7454
Nice 4 bdrm. house avail in Aug.
Quiet, clean neighborhood.
S Prospect St. $12007mo. 353-1556
Professor will share house w/ professor or grad student. $255 incl. all
util. 5 bdrm.. Ig. wooded lot, 2 wood
burning fireplaces, faces golf course
352-5523, Iv. msg. after 7pm.

I&2 Bdrms
A/C-Dishwasher-Garbagc Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bdrm.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

AfEfcCA

Management Inc.
(■mnhcavrr Apt.. 642 S College
2 Bdim Apt
Can have PET (extraS)

♦jtfEfcCA

Management Inc.
WUI do a few semester leases
Spring and/or Fall
M 830 4lh St.
(Willow House,
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St
www.meccabg.com
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
25
30
32
33
36
38
39
41
44

Yellow-fever mosquito
Sault _ Marie, Ml
Turns inside out
Book drv
Plunders
Part 5 of quote
Attribute
Talk and talk
End of quote
Lhasa
Blazing
Unit of loudness
Singing Diamond
Skin cream
Writer Bagnold
Writer Quindlen

Declare as true
Machu Picchu resident
Persian rulers
Japanese soup
Writer Bellow
Dutch flower
Martial _
Start of Ashleigh
Brilliant quote
Impassive
Play lor time
Part 2 of quote
Alone
Holds sway
Sue Martin
Friend in France
Former DC
hostess Perie
Actress Moran
Part 3 of quote
Part 4 of quote
Waikiki dance
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Spring and/or Fall
I Bdrm. Willow House Apl. 830 4th St.
Sum In our ..flu c ,11 1045 N Main a call

(419)353-5800

Management Inc.

CMCUA * ACAPtlLCO
JAnMICA # 8AHAAAAS
FLcDBIDA

. SOUTH PADEE ISLAND.
• PANAMA CITY BEACH.
• STEAMBOAT.
• BHECKENBJDGE >
• DAYTONA BEACH.
• VAIL.

www.sunchase.com
1.800-STJHCHASE

dunc/quy
s~x
(7/

SELL TRIPS ON CAMPUS,
EARN CASH, GO FREE!!

THAVIL
M*tncfs

1.800.648.4849
www.ststravel.com

(419)372-8909

NOW OPEN

Collection containers are provided in
•residence halls
•cafeterias
•classroom buildings

IlilMalr Apt. 1082 Faiiview.
I & 2 Bdrm.Apls.
Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal
1/2 Baths - Washer/Dryer Hookup

(2 Bdrm.)

OFF CAMPUS

Management Inc.

RED BINS
(419)354-6227
City Curbside collection
available to residents in
houses.

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.

BLUE BINS
(419)354-9297
Available for residents in
participating apartments,
condominiums, and
mobile homes. Call your
land lord for details.

Heinzsite Apt. 710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 Bdrm

Bowling Green Recycling Center
1040 N. College Drive (by the airport)

Close to campus

2 Bdrms HI & #4
Close to Downtown/Campus

26
27
28
29
31
33
34
35
37

ON CAMPUS

A/C - Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bdrm.
Maiugcmeni Inc.
Blue House, 120 Prospect

'"

40 Canvas cover, briefly
42 Bennett of
Random House
43 Up and about
46 Greek letter
49 Not this, informally
50 Noble address
52 Tennessee's lizard?
54 Expire
56 Loose cattle
57 Pine sap product
58 ■
Gay"
60 Singer Tennille
62 Trigger treat
63 ET's vehicle
64 Malleable metal
65 Three in Italy
66 Sen. Kennedy

BGSU STUDENTS
RECYCLE

AfE^CA

Management Inc.
Ileinzsitt Apt., 710 N Enterprise

B

8
9
10
11
12
13
19
21
24

Gather together
Taste for objets dart
Bar legally
More promising
Ending for a belief
Those opposed
Follower of a
charismatic leader
Otherwise called
Stanley Kowalski's cry
What say?
King or carte lead-in
Towel word
Health resort
Failure
Bread fragment
Cordon
(master chef)
Prayer closer
Gull-like birds
George who was Mary
"Divine Comedy" poet
Como _ Usted?
Was sore
Purple hue
Wight and Anglesey
Verdi heroine

WELCOME BACK

ECCA

BGSU Bus Stop

U

"

BG Apts-818/822 2nd SI.
2 Bdrm. Apis, avail. May or August.
Smith Apt Renlals 419-352-8927

Management Inc.

BGSU Bus Stop

■
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H

LH"
...

Avail, immediately. 4 bdrm. house
completely remodeled. 2 bdrm apl.
furnished. Both close 10 BGSU.
Call 419-686-4651

1 bdrm. avail. Feb. 1st. A/C
dishwshr, $3907mo. Call 352-6591.

Kvergreen Apt. 215 E. Poc
Efficicncies/I Bdrms
Laundry on site
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^V
. V.
Management Inc.

WILL DO SEMESTER LEASES

1 & 2 bedroom apts. lor rent
Semester leases available.
Call 352-5822. ask lor Steve

Kvergrten Apt. 215 E. Poc
Efficiencies/1 Bdrms
Laundry on site

M
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2 bdrm. Ig apt. furn., a/c, quiel bldg.
Very clean, 2 blocks Irom campus.
Avail. 5/15/03 or 8/15/03. 352-1104

Men have on overage 10% more red
blood cells than women.

^EE^CA
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roga Classes
Student Rac Center
Dance Room
llO-l.JI;3 14-5 1
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Entries for Men's and
Women's 4-player Flag
Football will be accepted
beginning January l(.\

XAvtfrx

brought to you by

/CflfcCA
Management Inc.
WILL DO A FEW
SEMESTER LEASES
Spring and/or Fall at 830 4th St.

(Willow I lull-. .
I Bdrm.
AC - Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Call 353-5800

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
http://www.meccabg.com

www.bgrecycling.com
24-Hour Drop Off Accepts:
•Aluminum
Beverage Cans
•Steel Cans

•Magazines

*
\

•Mixed Office

Airport

Paper

•Phone Books

•Catalogs

•Newspaper

•Corrugated

•Only Plastic
Bottles #1 & #2
•Glass Jars and
Bottles

.sCSnlnum

DROP-OFF

and Fon
•Scrap Metal

OPEN

24

AREA

HOURS

Thank You for Recycling!

